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Abstract 
Tree, I.J. and W.S. Watson, Two Moore manifolds, Topology and its Applications 51 (1993) 27-39. 
Reed and Zenor have shown that locally connected, locally compact, normal Moore spaces are 
metrizable. The first of the two examples presented is a locally connected, locally compact, 
pseudonormal nonmetrizable Moore space. The second is a locally connected, locally compact, 
pseudocompact nonmetrizable Moore space and can be constructed assuming the Continuum 
Hypothesis. Therefore normality in the Reed-Zenor theorem cannot be replaced by pseudonor- 
mality or (consistently) pseudocompactness. 
Both spaces can be modified in such a way that they are manifolds. 
Keywords: Pseudocompact, pseudonormal, A-set, Cook set. 
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1. Introduction 
We know that, on one hand, the truth of the normal Moore space conjecture-the 
statement that every normal Moore space is metrizable-is intimately tied to the 
existence of certain large cardinals [6]. On the other hand, in particular extended 
versions of set theory there exist normal nonmetrizable Moore spaces. Assuming 
V= L, every locally compact normal Moore space is metrizable [5]; but under 
MA+CH, there exist locally compact normal nonmetrizable Moore spaces [18]. 
In contrast, Reed and Zenor prove in [16] that every locally connected, locally 
compact, normal Moore space is metrizable. What, at first, appears to be a prime 
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candidate for another independence result turns out, instead, to be a “real” theorem. 
Perhaps due to the unexpected nature of this theorem, it has spawned many 
generalisations and related results-see for example, [I, 91. In [l], Balogh proves 
that under 2N~ > 2Ho every connected, locally compact, normal Moore space is 
metrizable, while, in [9], Gruenhage produces a connected, locally compact, normal 
nonmetrizable Moore space assuming MA+CH. These results make the Reed- 
Zenor theorem even more remarkable. 
Prompted by the theorem, Reed asks in [15] whether normality can be replaced 
either by pseudonormality or by pseudocompactness, i.e., whether locally connected, 
locally compact Moore spaces that are either pseudonormal or pseudocompact are 
metrizable. The first example presented is a locally connected, locally compact 
nonmetrizable Moore space and is pseudonormal. It is constructed within ZFC. 
The second example is constructed assuming the existence of a certain set of paths 
in w x o (which is guaranteed by CH, but denied by MA+Open Colouring Axiom). 
It is a locally connected, locally compact nonmetrizable Moore space which is also 
pseudocompact. So these two spaces answer Reed’s questions “no” and “consistently 
no” respectively. Their existence has already been announced in [19,21]. 
A space is pseudonormal if every pair of disjoint closed sets, one of which is 
countable, can be separated by disjoint open sets. A space X is pseudocompact if 
every continuous real-valued function on X is bounded. It is well known that, for 
completely regular spaces, pseudocompactness is equivalent to the discrete jinite 
chain condition (DFCC), i.e., that every discrete collection of open sets is finite [4]. 
2. The pseudonormal example 
In this section, we construct a locally connected, locally compact, pseudonormal 
nonmetrizable Moore space. The example is a variant of the tangent disc space. 
Using existing theory, pseudonormality almost comes for free by making extra 
set-theoretic assumptions; but with greater effort, an example can be obtained using 
no set theory beyond ZFC. 
Let Y = lF! x R+, the open upper half plane, with the Euclidean topology. Let P 
be a subset of R and 2 = lJ ((0, l),: p E P}, the union of a collection of disjoint 
copies of the open interval (0, l), one for each p E P Ensure Y n Z = 0 and let 
x= YUZ. 
For (a, b)p = {x,, E (0, l),: a <x < b} s (0, l),, define T(a, b)p to be the open 
triangle in Y with vertices (p,O), (p-1+2u,l) and (p-1+2& 1). Let m be a 
positive integer and xp E (0, l)p. Let a = max{O, x - l/m} and b = min{x + l/m, 1) so 
xp E (a, b)p G (0, l)p. The basic mth neighbourhood about xp E (0, l)p is then defined 
to be 
Suppose Otx-l/mcx+l/m<l and x,,E(O, l)p. We claim that u,(x,)” is the 
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union of the closed triangle T(x - l/m, x+ l/m),’ and [x-l/m, x+ l/m],,-see 
Fig. 1. Points of Y not in the closed triangle can be separated from the open triangle 
by sufficiently small metric balls. For y, E (0, l)P -[x - l/m, x + l/m],, there is an 
n suchthat(y-l/n,y+l/n),n(x-l/m,x+l/m),=O.Then U,(y,)n U,,,(x,)=P). 
Fory, E (0, 1)4 withp # q, let n besuchthat l/n < Ip - ql.Then U,,,(y,) n U,,,(x,) =0. 
Hence the claim is verified. 
To see that X is regular, consider U,(x,,) for xP E (0, l),, s Z. Let n > m such that 
O<x-l/n <x+1/n < 1. Then U,,(X,)E U,,,(x,,). Regularity at points of Y is easily 
verified. 
X is locally compact at points of Y. This is inherited from [w2. For x,, E (0, l)P E Z, 
fix n with O<x-l/n<x+l/n<l. We claim that U,(x,,) is compact. Any open 
cover of U,,(x,,) covers [x-l/n, x+ l/n],. Find a finite collection from the cover 
covering [x-l/n, x+ l/n],. The union of this collection covers all of U,,(x,), except 
for perhaps a closed bounded subset of the plane. 
Let 9?n be the collection of nth neighbourhoods about each point of X. Then 
{ %,,: n E w} forms a development for X. X is clearly both connected and locally 
connected. 
This basic construction has also been described in [ll], and, as we have seen, it 
generates connected, locally connected, locally compact Moore spaces. Observe that 
if P is countable, then X has a countable base, so is metrizable. If P is uncountable, 
X does not have a countable base so cannot be metrizable, since it is separable. 
Notice further that, as a subspace, Y is a separable metric space and hence it is 
Lindeliif, i.e., every open cover has a countable subcover. Similarly, each (0, l),, is 
Lindelof. So if IPI = K, the Lindelof degree, L(X), is K-i.e., every open cover of 
X has a subcover with cardinality at most K. 
Define the order s” on ww by 






Fig. 1. U,(f,,) and U&,,). 
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Define the unbounding number, b, as 
b = min{]BI: B s ‘“6.1 is unbounded in (ww, s*)}. 
The cardinal b is discussed in [20], and it is easily seen that o, <b c c. The result 
we need is proved in [12]: 
Theorem. If X is a regularJirst countable space with L(X) <b then X ispseudonormal. 
Suppose that b> w, (for instance, b = c> w1 is implied by MA+lCH) and 
IPI = W, . By the remarks above, L(X) = w, <b and it follows immediately that X is 
pseudonormal. Therefore we have a consistent pseudonormal example. Ease of 
proof has been achieved at the expense of employing a consistent “small cardinal” 
relation. To build an example within ZFC, more effort is required. 
Lemma. A regular space X is pseudonormal if and only if for every pair of disjoint 
closed sets C and D with C countable, there are open sets {V,,: n E w} such that 
UKnC=@ and Dsu V,,. 
Proof. Let C and D be disjoint closed sets with C countable. Fix the V, as above. 
- 
Let C = {c,: n E w}. By regularity, we can find open sets U, 3 c, with U, n D = 0. 
S0UU,nD=0andC~UU,.DefineA,=U,-U:=~ViandB,=V,-U7,~/i. 
Then the A, and B, are open. Let A = U A,, and B = U B,. Then A and B are 
open, CGA and DG B. If xEAnB, then XE U,-u:=,y and XE V,,,-u~,,~ 
for some m, n. This cannot occur, so A and B must be disjoint. The converse is 
trivial. 0 
Definition. An uncountable subset K of R is a A-set if every countable subset of K 
is a relative G,, i.e., if L c K is countable there are sets V,, for n E w open in K 
such that n,,, V,, = L. 
The existence of A-sets was shown by Jones in [lo]. Let P be a A-set and construct 
the Moore space X as before. Then X is a connected, locally connected, locally 
compact, nonmetrizable Moore space. To show X is pseudonormal, it is sufficient 
to show that for disjoint closed sets C and D, with C countable, there are open 
sets 0, such that D G IJ 0, and l_, 0, n C = 0. This is achieved via three preliminary 
steps: 
- 
Claim 1. There are open sets U,, with D n Y G U U,, and U U,, n C = 0. 
Claim 2. There are open sets V, with D n Z E U V, and IJ K n (C n Z) = 0. 
Claim 3. There is an open set Wwith DnZz Wand wn(Cn Y)=@ 
To complete the proof, let W,, = V,, n W. It follows that D n Z c IJ W,, and 
U qn C = 0. Define OZn = W,, and O,,,, = U,, for n E w. These 0, satisfy the 
requirements of the lemma. So X is pseudonormal. 0 
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Proof of Claim 1. C n Y and D n Y are disjoint closed subsets of Y, an open metric 
subspace of X. Therefore there are disjoint open subsets U, U’ of Y (and hence of 
X) containing D n Y and C n Y respectively. Let U,, = U n (R x (l/n, 00)). Then 
- 
DnYsUU,,andUU,,nC=0. 0 
Proof of Claim 2. (i) Let G = {p E P: C n (0, l)p # 0). Note that G is countable. For 
p E G, D n (0, l)p and C n (0, l),, are closed and disjoint in (0, l)P. Let V, and W, 
be disjoint open subsets of (0, l),, containing D n (0, l),, and C n (0, l)P respectively. 
For each X,,E V, there is an interval (x-l/m(x), x+ l/m(x)),~ V,. Let Vb= 
IJ { U,,,(,,(x): x E V,}. Then VL is open in X and contains D n (0, l),,. Forming Wb 
similarly, it follows that Vb n (C n Z) = 0. 
(ii) As G is a countable subset of the A-set P, there are open subsets Q,, of R 
such that Pnnntw Q,, = G. Let 
W,, = IJ { U,(&,): p E P - Qn and D n (0, l),, # 0} 
The W,,areopenand(DnZ)-u{((O,l),,:p~G}~u W,.Forz,,~CnZ,thereis 
an interval (x-l/m, x+l/m)r Qn. From Fig. 2, we see that U,,(z,)n W, =0. 
Hence W,,n(CnZ)=@ 
We now have a countable collection of open sets (namely the VL and the W,,) 
whose union covers D n Z and the closure of each of these open sets is disjoint 
from C nZ. 0 
.L 
m QTl 
Fig. 2. Avoiding most of D n Z with an open set containing a point of C n Z. 
Proof of Claim 3. For y E Y, let n(y) = min{ m 22: l/m <ordinate of y}. Let V= 
IJ {B,,,c,,z(y): y E C n Y} (where B,,,(y) denotes the open disc in Y, with centre 
yandradiusl/n).Let W=X-i?So Wn(CnY)=(d.Fixz,,EDnZ.Thereisan 
m with U,,,(z,) n C = 0. Let I be the lesser of the respective perpendiculars from 
the point (p + 22 - 1+2/m, 1) (respectively (p + 2z - 1-2/m, 1)) to the near slanting 
side of the triangle T(z- 1/(2m), z+ 1/(2m)),-see Fig. 3. If we pick kz2 such 
that l/k<l, then for yeCn Y and n(y)ak we have B,,,,,,,z(y)n U,,(z,,)=O. 
Furthermore, if y E C n Y and n(y) < k, B ,lncYj$y) is asubset ofR x(1/k- l/k’,a). 
If we now fix an integer jsmax{k2/(k-1), k,2m}, we have that U,(z,,)n V=0. 
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I= min{z~,z~} > 0 
Fig. 3. T(z-l/m, z+l/m), and T(z-1/(2m), z+1/(2m)),. 
Therefore zP E U,(z,) G W. But zP E D n Z was arbitrary, so D n Z c W, as required. 
This completes the proof. Informally, this strategy works because the triangles 
narrow linearly whereas the discs that make up V get smaller, faster. 0 
To summarize, the construction over a A-set gives us a locally connected, locally 
compact, pseudonormal nonmetrizable Moore space in ZFC. This answers Reed’s 
question outright in the negative. 
It has recently come to the authors’ attention that Nyikos has also constructed a 
pseudonormal space with the required properties. His example is based on the long 
line. 
3. Further properties 
As mentioned above, whenever P is countable the resulting space is metrizable. 
So the construction is of real interest only when P is uncountable. Henceforth P is 
an arbitrary uncountable subset of reals. 
It follows from results in [3] that normal Moore spaces are countably paracompact. 
Moreover, countably paracompact spaces are pseudonormal-this can be seen 
simply by mimicking the proof of “paracompactness implies normality”. Consider- 
able interest has been shown in the relationships between pseudonormality, count- 
able paracompactness and normality for Moore spaces-see [14] for a survey. In 
particular, with the definitions below, it is documented in [lo, 15, 181 that the 
tangent disc space is respectively pseudonormal, countably paracompact, normal if 
and only if it is built over a A-set, A-set, Q-set respectively. We examine whether 
this is the case for our construction. 
Definition. An uncountable subset K of Iw is a A-set if for each decreasing sequence 
{H,,: n E w} of subsets of K with empty intersection there exists a sequence { V,,: 
n E o} of open subsets of K with empty intersection such that H,, G V,, for each n. 
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Definition. An uncountable subset K of Iw is a Q-set if every subset of K is a relative 
Gfi. 
X is pseudonormal if and only $P is a A-set. The “if’ has been done already. Let 
C s P be countable. Define A = (3,: p E C} and B = {$,: p E P - C}. Then A and B 
are disjoint closed sets with A countable. As X is pseudonormal, there are disjoint 
open sets U and V containing A and B respectively. For each c E C, there is an m, 
with U,_ (1,) c U. For n > m,, define J,(n) to be the interval in [w corresponding to 
U,,&)n @x(1/n}). For n s m,, J,(n) = J,( m, + 1). The J,(n) are open intervals 
in the real line, each containing c. Let W,, = U {J,(n): c E C}. So W,, is an open set 
in [w containing C. 
For dEP-C, there is an md with U,,,,(:,,)c V. If dc W,,,,,, then dEJc(md+l) 
for some c E C. But then 
where m = max{ m, + 1, md + l}. This contradicts 
and C = Pnnntw W,,, i.e., C is a relative G6. 
U n V = 0. Therefore d EI W,,,,,,, 
That X fails to be normal is an immediate corollary of the Reed-Zenor theorem. 
However, a direct proof of nonnormality is instructive and the method will be useful 
later. 
Xis not normal. Pick a, b E (0, 1) with a < b. Let A = {a,: p E P} and B = {b,,: p E P}. 
Then A and B are uncountable disjoint closed subsets of X. We show that they 
cannot be separated by disjoint open sets. Suppose, for a contradiction, that V and 
W are disjoint open sets containing A and B respectively. For each x E A there is 
an integer m(x) such that U,,,(x,(x) c_ V. Similarly for B. Notice that U,(,,(x)n 
Um(x8,(x’) = 0 for every x E A and X’E B. 
For some integer m,, A’= {x E A: m(x) = m,} is uncountable. Let B’= {b,, E B: 
ap E A’}. Then there is an m, such that B” = {x E B’: m(x) = m2} is uncountable. Let 
A”={al,~A’: bPE B”} and n=max{m,, m,}+l. Then I(x)= U,,,,(x)n(Rx{l/n}) 
is a nonempty interval for every x E A” u B”. 
Consider bp f b, E B” with p < q. Since U,,,,( a4) n U,,(b,) = 0, I(b,) lies wholly 
to the left of I(a,). Similarly, I(a,) lies wholly to the left of Z(b,). Therefore 
I( 6,) n I(b,) = 0. Hence {I(b): b E B”} forms an uncountable collection of pairwise 
disjoint open intervals in [w x {l/n}, a contradiction. 
X is not countably paracompact. Recall that a Hausdorff space is countably 
paracompact if and only if whenever F, 2 F2 2 . . . are closed sets with n,,, F,, = 0 
there exists a sequence W, 2 W, 2. . . of open sets such that F, E W,, for each n 
and n,,, W, =0 [41. 
For n E w, define F,, ={(l/m),: m 2 n +2, p E P}. Then each F,, is closed and 
n nEW F, = 0. Let { W,,: n E w} be any sequence of open sets with F,, G W, for every 
n. Suppose F, - W,, were uncountable for some n. Then for some uncountable P’G P 
and m<n+2, A={(l/m),: ~EP’}EX- W,. But B={(l/(n+2)),:pEP’}E W,,. 
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Fig. 4. X is locally R2 at points of Z 
Repeating the argument for nonnormality with these two disjoint uncountable closed 
-. 
sets shows that this is impossible. Therefore F, - W,, 1s countable for every n. Hence 
F, -n,,, W, = u,,, F, - W,, is countable. F1 is uncountable, so n,,, W,, #p). 
Perhaps surprisingly, then, building our space over a Q-set does not make it 
normal and building it over a A-set does not make it countably paracompact. In 
[ 131, Proctor asks whether every separable pseudonormal Moore space is countably 
paracompact. In [14], Reed describes an example showing this is not the case. Our 
example reinforces this and has the additional properties of being locally connected 
and locally compact. 
4. The manifold construction 
Once again, let Y =R X[w+, the open upper half plane, with the Euclidean 
topology. Let P be a h-set in R and Z = U {[0, l),: p E P}, the union of a collection 
of disjoint copies of the half-open interval [0, l), one for each p E Z? Ensure Y n Z = P, 
and let X= YuZ. 
With the notation as before, the nth basic open neighbourhood containing xp E 
[0, l), is given by 
u?(xp) = (( ( T ;+x-&,;+x+& ) 
u T(;-x-&,;-x+$) n(Wx(0,~))) 
X is certainly a connected, locally connected, locally compact, pseudonormal 
nonmetrizable Moore space. With this topology, X is locally Iw* at points of Y. 
Figure 4 indicates why U,(O,) is homeomorphic to an open disc, for p E P. Hence 
X is locally Euclidean. 
5. The pseudocompact example 
Perhaps the most familiar pseudocompact nonmetrizable Moore space is 4, as 
described in [7]. + consists of w and a collection of new points, one for each 
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sequence from a maximal almost disjoint collection of sequences from w. Points of 
o are isolated and a basic open set containing a new point is the point together 
with a cofinite subset from the corresponding sequence. In addition to the properties 
already stated, I+!I is also locally compact, but not locally connected. Using a device 
due to Cook, we will embed I,!J into R2 and then exploit the connectedness of the 
plane. This will be the strategy to obtain our pseudocompact counterexample. 
Let E ={(x,y)~iR~: x,y~O} and M={(x,y)~E:x,y~w}. Let H denote the 
collection of subsets of E such that h E H if and only if h is an infinite sequence 
{p,: n E w} in M such that 
(1) PO= (030); 
(2) Pn+l is either (x + 1, y) or (x, y + l), where P,, = (x, y). 
For each r E R, let T, be the linear translation from R2 to [w2 where T,(O, 0) = (r, -r). 
For hE H, let Gh={Tk(h)nM: kEZ}. 
Definition. We call an uncountable subset H’ of H a Cook set if 
(1) whenever h and h’ are distinct elements of H’, every element of Gh meets 
every element of G,,, at most finitely often; 
(2) whenever K is an infinite subset of M, there is an h E H’ such that g n K is 
infinite for some g E G,,. 
In [2], it is shown that 
Theorem (CH). There is a Cook set. 
Cook originally created such a set to produce a Moore space containing a 
conditionally compact subset with noncompact closure. (A space is conditionally 
compact if it has a dense subset every infinite subset of which has a limit point in 
the space.) His space is locally connected and locally compact but not pseudocom- 
pact. The closure of his conditionally compact subset is pseudocompact but not 
locally connected. 
Assuming the existence of a Cook set, we show how to construct a connected, 
locally connected, locally compact pseudocompact nonmetrizable Moore space. 
This answers Reed’s second question “consistently no”. Furthermore, it also answers 
a question of Green “consistently no”. In [8], he asks whether connected pseudocom- 
pact Moore spaces have to be metrizable. 
Suppose H’ is a Cook set. Let Z = U {Iw,,: h E H’}, the union of a collection of 
pairwise disjoint copies of [w, one for each h E H’, with E n Z = 0. Let X- = E u Z 
and give E the Euclidean topology. If h E H’ with h = {Pk: k E w}, define Zk to be 
the line segment joining Pk to Pk+i, Lhn = UnGk Ik and Lhn = Lhn -{p,}. For r, E Iwh 
and n E w, define 
B.(r,,)=U(T,(L,.)nE:/r-&}u(r-+,r+$, 
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i.e., an open interval together with an open band of specific width around T,(L,) 
(Fig. 5). These sets define a base for a topology on X-. Notice that, by property 
(2) of the Cook set, there is some &E H’ that is eventually horizontal. For some r, 
T,(L&) n E =tl and hence B,(r,) E 2. The same holds for the h, E H’ that is 
eventually vertical. But for every other h E H’, &( rh) n E # 0 for all r, n. Therefore 
we consider X = E and show that, with the induced topology, X has the desired 
properties. By construction, E is dense and open in X and R,, has the induced 
Euclidean topology. 
To show the space is Hausdorff, all the cases are easy to check except when 
XER,,, and YE lQh2 where h, # h2. To show these points can be separated, we first 
show that elements of the Cook set diverge in the following sense: 
Claim. Let h, and h2 be distinct elements of H’. If h, = {qi: i E w} then for any positive 
integer I there is a k such that no point of {qi: i 2 k} is within a distance 1 of any point 
of h,. 
Proof. Suppose this were false. Then for some 1 we may pick integers, i,, such that 
i, < inCl for every n E w and qi,, is within a distance 1 of some point of h2. Consider 
the collection F = { Tj(h,): Ijl S 1 ~j E w} E Gh2. We have just shown that h, meets 
lJ F infinitely often. But lJ F is the union of only finitely many elements of Ghz. 
Therefore h, must meet some element of G,,> infinitely often, contradicting property 
(1) of H’. 0 
Now,letm,nbeintegerssuchthat~x-m~<1and~y-n~<1.IfT,(h,)={qi:i~w} 
and T,( h2) = {ql: i E w}, there is a k such that no point of {q,: i 2 k} is within a 
distance 2 of any point of { 41: i 2 k} (applying the claim with I = m + n + 2). Without 
loss of generality, we can choose k sufficiently large so that Ix - ml < 1 - l/k and 
ly - ml < 1 -l/k. Consequently, &(xh,) A &(yhz) =0, i.e., we can separate x and y 
by disjoint open sets, as required. So X is Hausdorff. 
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Fig. 5. A basic open set containing r,, E R,,. 
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As with the pseudonormal example, observe that 
By exploiting the compactness of [r - l/n, r + l/n], we can also show that B,,(r,,) 
is compact. Local compactness at points of E is inherited from the Euclidean 
topology. So X is locally compact. 
X is certainly connected and locally connected. If we let %,, be the collection of 
the nth neighbourhoods about each point of X, then {sn: n E w} is a development 
for X. Therefore X is a Moore space. 
Because H’ is uncountable, X does not have a countable base. But X is separable, 
so cannot be metrizable. Notice also that the set {Oh: h E H’} is an uncountable 
subset of X with no limit point. 
We now show that X is DFCC. To do this, it is enough to show that E is a dense 
subset of X with the property that every infinite subset of E has a limit point in X 
(i.e., that E is a dense conditionally compact subset). To this end, let D be any 
infinite subset of E. For p E M, define S(p) to be the open square with vertices 
(x+l,y+l), (x+l,y-1), (x-l,y-1) and (x-l,y+l), where p=(x,y) (where 
necessary, replace S(p) by S(p) n E if it extends outside E). Then UpeM S(p) = E. 
If S(p) n D is infinite for some p E M, then D has a limit point in S(p); after all, 
s(p) is compact in X. If S(p) n D is finite for every p E M, we can find an infinite 
number of distinct pk E M and distinct dk E D such that dk E S(pk) for each k. By 
property (2) of the Cook set, there is an h E H’ and some integer m such that T,,,(h) 
contains infinitely many of the pk. It follows that B,(m,,) contains infinitely many 
of the S(pk). B,(mh) is compact and contains infinitely many of the dk, so D has 
a limit point in B,(m,,). Therefore, we see that every infinite subset of E has a limit 
point in X. Consequently, every infinite collection of disjoint open subsets of X has 
a limit point, since E is dense in X. So X has the discrete finite chain condition. 
Being locally compact and Hausdorff, X is completely regular. So, by the remarks 
made in the introduction, X is pseudocompact. This completes the proof. 
We can construct a manifold with these properties. Let Z = lJ {[0, co),,: h E H’} 
be the union of a collection of pairwise disjoint copies of [0, CO), one for each h in 
a Cook set H’, with E n Z =0. Let X- = E uZ. E is given the Euclidean topology. 
With the notation as before, the nth neighbourhood about rh E [O, a),, is given by 
tl.c~~)=U{T.(L,)nE:lr-sl<~}“U{T~(Lh.)nE:Ir+rlcf} 
“((r-~,r+~)n,O,m,)h. 
A similar argument to that in Section 4 shows that such a neighbourhood is 
homeomorphic to an open disc. It follows that the space X = E is a manifold. That 
X is also locally compact, pseudocompact nonmetrizable and a Moore space follows 
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as before. Intuitively, the manifold is constructed simply by identifying the points 
xh and -x,, of R,, in the Moore space example. 
It would be much more satisfactory to be able to do without Cook sets altogether 
and to build a locally connected, locally compact, pseudocompact nonmetrizable 
Moore space inside ZFC: at present there is no known ZFC example of a pseudocom- 
pact manifold that is not countably compact-see [12]. However, Steprans proves 
in [ 171 that Cook sets do not exist assuming MA+ Open Colouring Axiom. As our 
construction relies on the existence of these sets, it will yield only a consistent 
example. 
Nyikos has asked whether there exists a pseudocompact noncompact manifold 
with weight greater than w, . Our construction generates a pseudocompact noncom- 
pact manifold having weight the same cardinality as the underlying Cook set. So if 
there were a Cook set with cardinality > wl, we would have a positive answer to 
Nyikos’ question. 
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